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FIATONN

TODAY’S URGENT

WATCH

Most critical times are upon
you and I, Hatonn, come in
Light and service unto you,
plead with you to hear me! I
petition you to put aside your
wonderment and witness the
truth as it is unfolding--with
confirmation from valid Earth
sources--and come to attention.
May God walk in our footsteps
through these coming days
ahead that we mi ht put aside
the evil afoot. Y 8 U OF THE
UNITED
STATES
MUST
COME TO REALIZE THAT
YOUR NATION IS THE AGGRESSOR--ALONG
WITH
ISRAEL IN THIS STATE OF
WAR IN THE
MIDDLE
EAST! ‘TIS NOT ONES OF
TRUTH-BRINGING
WHO
ARE TREASONISTS--IT
IS
THE ONES WHO PROCLAIM
THEMSELVES
YOUR “LEADERS”. IF THIS
MOVE INTO WAR IS NOT
STOPPED, IT SHALL BE A
BLOODBATH
WITH
THE
BLOOD SPILLING FROM THE
LIVES OF YOUR OWN SONS,
FATHERS
AND HUSBANDS
AS WELL AS THE WOMEN
YOU HAVE ALLOWED
TO
MOVE INTO THE PLACES OF
DANGER!
I TELL YOU AGAIN, ISRAEL
OFFENSIVE
PLANS
AN
AGAINST
IRAQ TO BEGIN

TENTATmLY

NUMBER 1 & 2

ON OR ABOUT

-

TIONS,
THIS WILL BE FOLLOWED--PLANS
ALREADY
IN PLACE--FOR
THE U.S. TO MOVE OFFENSIVELY AGAINST
IRAQ TO
BEGIN THE WEEK FOLLOWING THE ELECTIONS.
THIS
INFORMATION IS VXLIDm
CONFIRMED
RIGHT
FROM
THE ISRAELI MOSSAD,
THE
INFORMATION IS VALID AND
THE
U.S.
‘IS SECRETLY
TMSFERRING
PATIENTS
IN VETERANS HOSPITALS TO
OTHER SITES IN ORDER TO
HAVE
AVAILABLE
SPACE
THIS
FOR CASUALTIES.
TRANSFER WILL BEGIN TO
TRKE INTENSIVE INTENT ON
NOV. IST! ARRANGEMENTS
FOR TRANSFER LOCATIONS
ARE ALREADY STAFFED AND
PREPARED.
I FURTHER INFORM
YOU
TmT
THE
GLOBAL CARTEL INTENDS
TO CONTROL
THE
NEW
SAUDI ARABLAN UNTAPPED
OIL FIELD WHICH IS THE
LARGEST
OF ALL KNOWN
FIELDS IN SAUDIARABIA.
YOU IN THE U.S. WILL BE
BROUGHT TO BELIEVE ALL
SORTS OF LIES REGARDING
ISRAEL’S INVASION--WHICH
WILL END, BY THE WAY--ON
THE DAY OF YOUR ELECTIONS. THE U.S. WILL PICK
UP THE INVASION
AFTER
DATE--*--WHILE
THAT
1
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IN

RE-

Ifot
brin yourself to
me--L1 8 TEN
TO
believe
WHAT BUSH AND BAKER
ARE SAYING!
Get your confirmation;
get
a
copy of the
.
current
issue of
s”E?.l?.l? & HT a;za;ther daring
it and
nublications.
SPREAD
THE
p UICKL Y As
NOW!

woRD
As
POSSIBLE-

Just as with the attack planned
for October 3rd, it is the ONLY
WAY you can stop this thing-through public demand and inpublic!
brought
formation
YOU
CAN
STOP
THIS
THING
IF YOU SPEAK
OUT--NOW!
I have naught
else to offer unto you save the
truth of it, brothers. There are.
many other things planned for
you during the next weeks but I
know not how to cause you to
You become
listen to me.
completely distracted by my
status as to credibility of existence. Put it aside, I plead with
you for it matters not if you survive not!
I have also spoken within these
recent weeks of “Devil’s Night”-tonight! Oct. 30 has become
the nightmare date of your nation for the celebration of evil.
The police in your cities are increasing forces but it will not be
enough to control it in total.
Please, citizens, be aware.

You say, “Ah, but Hatonn, this
reaches us too late!” No, I have
already written of these things-in detail. However, this will be
sent by fax to multitudes of radio and television news and
“talk” shows. What your news
brokers give unto you is out of
my control but you had better
begin to demand truth and
facts or you are lost.
CONFIRMATION
The most I can offer you is the
following, for it is a reprint confirming the input I have already
given unto you ones. For the
doubting ones as to my projections, perhaps you will hear
confirmation from your own
underground
intelligence
sources.
I shall protect the
writer for his life is in grave
danger. Just please accept that
it is valid and comes forth in a
major printed format.
The Israeli government is
planning to go to war
against Iraq one week before the United
States
launches its own offensive
against Baghdad.
Based on valid information
which the Mossad, Israel’s
secret
service,
acquired
from the United States, Israel expects the American
offensive against Iraq to begin the week after the
November 6 elections.
This date has been accepted as accurate by Israeli
intelligence,
which
learned of top secret U.S.
orders issued to military
and veterans hospitals to
transfer
radually, beginning on r$ovember 1, 1990,
hospitalized
veteran
and
military
personnel
to
nearby civilian hospitals to
make room for war casualties arriving sometime after
November 11,199O.

Acquiring this vital secret
the
Israeli
information,
government decided tentatively that it would launch
its own war--largely
air
against
Iraq--on
strikes
November 4, two days before the American congressional elections, and ending
on November 6, as the elections close.
ISRAELI

RATIONALE

Israel’s decision to disregard American goals in the
Middle East and to go to
war unilaterally is based on
its own strategic concepts of
its present political and
military needs. These are
the destruction both of the
Iraqi military potential for a
1992 war and the breakup
of the present “fragile” U.S.Arab political/military coalition, whose continued existence Israel regards as even
a greater. danger to its security than Iraq.
The principal factor leading
to that conclusion is that the
Israeli
government
recognizes that, for it own security, Israel will be compelled, at some date in the
next year or two, to expel
Palestinians
now in the
West Bank and Gaza Strip,
leading to a war with Jordan and Iraq.
Only thus, in the Israeli
government’s view, will it
achieve the Zionists dream
of a secure, wholly Jewish
state in all the territories of
Eretz Israel (Greater Israel).
Israel has concluded that
Saddam Hussein’s invasion
of Kuwait was essentially a
first move to acquire funds
and resources in preparation for a war which both
Iraq ‘and Jordan expect to
/‘)
.
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have to wa e against Israel
when the 5 alestinians are
expelled, presumably sometime in 1992 after the wave
of Soviet Jewish immigration to Israel is absorbed.
Israel, therefore, was already poised, prior to Iraq’s
invasion of Kuwait, to disrupt Iraqi preparations for
the anticipated 1992 war by
destroying as much of the
Iraqi munitions
and armaments capacity as possible. Israel planned to do
this on the model of its successful June 6, 1981 air attack on Iraq’s Osirak nuclear plant, which Israel
feared would be used to
produce nuclear warheads.
PROXY FIGHT
Because the United States
reacted so rapidly to the
August 2, 1990, Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the Israeli
government knew (and colanned) that the United
!itates would accomplish
this purpose for it without
Israel itself having to go to
war until it could be
shielded by the United
States. For this reason, the
Israeli government agreed
to remain quiet after it received assurances from the
Bush administration
that
the U.S. Air Force would
launch an attack on Baghdad and the Iraqi military
installations in the last week
of August.
When this had to be postponed and thus, did not occur, the Israeli government
put alternative plans into
operation to precipitate incidentS which would precipitate action. Further apprehension grew over reports that the Bush administration was intent on
virtual
obtaining
a
monopoly over oil energy

resources, and had decided
to create a coalition with socalled Arab “moderate” and
oil producing states which
would stay in existence even
after the destruction
of
Hussein.
The Mossad report that
Secretary of State James
Baker had reached a secret
agreement
Syrian
with
President Hafez al-Assad to
destroy Lebanese Christian
Gen.
Michel
Aoun--in
whose survival Israel was interested--was the next profound shock to increase the
facade
which registered
soundly through the Israeli
Cabinet--just
as
planned.
Aoun was o!Ewhelmed in Beirut by Syrian forces on Oct. 13, 1990-also, just as pre-planned.
(Therefore, I suggest you
start to understand
that
step by unfaltering step, the
entire plan has been played
to perfection thus far in the
scenario!)
This shock was intensified
by the “haste” with which
the U.S., seeking to preserve its fragile Arab coalition, launched the UN initiative to condemn Israel
for the Temple Mount incident in Jerusalem resulting in the killing of 21 Palestinians. The UN resolution
was passed just before midnight on Friday, October
12, 1990 (and you all know
what has become of it. I
suggest you also go back
and
see
that
this
“distancing” is always an
immediate precursor to action!).
The Israel government has
now concluded that, if successful against Iraq, this
U.S.-Arab coalition, basing
itself on past UN resolutions critical of Israel, would

seek to compel a settlement
of the Palestinian issue in
terms unacceptable to Israel. The resulting impasse
could lead to a UN resolution imposing a boycott on
Israel, similar to the one
now in force against Iraq.
the need to
(Therefore,
move rapidly
and emphatically--now!)
Given these fears, the Israeli government has decided that, while the destruction of Saddam Hussein is in its interest, his defeat at the hands of the present U.S.-Arab coalition is
not. Israel has to act soon,
despite U.S. public opposition, by launching its own
unilateral attack on Iraq.
(Or, by causing such a massive incident that the war
will be precipitated at any
rate.)
I implore yourto listen carefully
to the interview with Saddam
Hussein which was aired last
evening on CNN. My scribe
and group missed it but I assure you ones, it contains valid
truth and you ones had better
be in the hearin . Further,
note that Mr. & orbachev is
strongly pronouncing the need
to avert the “impending” invasion of Iraq at all costs. He
should know, dear ones, for
Russia still holds the trump
cards!
Now, you ask, “What about the
December
3rd incident you
project, Hatonn?”
I SAID
THAT
“NUCLEAR
WAR”
WAS PLANNED FOR DECEMBER
3RD--“IF”
SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT,
ETC.,
CAN
BE
LAUNCHED AND PLACED
IN ORBIT.
AT-I’ENTIONGETTING INCIDENTS ARE
STILL RIGHT ON SCHEDULE FOR DECEMBER 3RD
AND I SUGG+EST YOU DE3
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MAND
STOPPAGE
THOSE AS WELL!

OF

I AGAIN
WARN YOU, THE
PLANS ARE TO PULL THESE
WHILE
THINGS
OFF
CONGRESS
IS ON RECESS!
THE PRESIDENT
HAS ALREADY TOLD YOU AS MUCH-”THERE
WILL
BE
NO
‘DECLARED’
WAR”
BY
CONGRESS--IT
WILL
BE
DONE BY PRESIDENTL4L
ORDER!

WHAT OF THOSE SAUDI
OIL I+XDS” .
It finally has found its way to
the public, in spite of all efforts
to hide the fact, that there is a
gigantic new untapped oil field
in Saudi Arabia. It will prove
to be one of the largest and,
potentially, the most profitable
of any supply of crude in the
world.
It is the key factor in the current crisis with Iraq in the Middle East.
It is the largest accumulation of
oil discovered anywhere on
Earth in the past two decades.
The new field, in a remote area
of the Saudi desert south of the
capital of Riyadh, will allow the
Saudis to continue pumping oil
from the ground--at their present, accelerated rate, well into
your 22nd century--if the world
lasts that long.
According to your own officials
of the Arabian American Oil
Company (ARAM-CO), the oil
is of a rare super-light consistency that they indicate will
burn in an automobile engine
without being refined. The oil
is almost the consistency of water. It can be burned immediately in only slightly modified
engines and motors.
ARAMCO officials have further confirmed that the oil will,

however, be refined before it is
marketed but that it will be far
cheaper a process than with
any other oil from anywhere in
the world which will also allow
selective use to meet new antipollution standards just enacted in the U.S. They don’t
miss a trick, do they?
How has your media missed all
this good news ? They haven’t,
it has just been omitted!
OF COURSE

BUSH
1.

President
Bush’s efforts to
“defend” the Saudi oil fields
and to build up the Soviet oil
industry as quickly as possible
are better understood
when
you remember
that Bush’s
family has long had very extensive ties to the oil industry.
Perhaps I should refresh your
memories a bit.
George Bush’s grandfather and
father were employed by a New
York investment banking firm
that financed and directed the
rebuilding of the Baku oil
fields, which had been destroyed during the Russian
Revolution and the civil war
that followed.

invasion more than a decade
later during World War II--it
has
been
hand-in-hand
cooperation all the way.
International
banker
W.
Averell Harriman remained in
close contact with the Kremlin.
Widely accused of pro-Soviet
s pathies, he often visited the
Poviet Union during the 1930’s.
Democrat Harriman prodded
President Franklin D. Roosevelt to supply “lend-lease” aid
to Britain and the Soviet Union
and to push America into the
European war after Britain declared war on Germany in
1939. FDR named him American ambassador to the USSR
to protect his oil interests.
As part of the latest effort to
revitalize the Soviet economy, a
group of American business
executives visited Moscow and
Leningrad in Se tember under
the auspices of 8 ommerce Secretary
Robert
Mosbacher.
Their aim was to supply
“Western Know-how and expertise” to jump-start the Soviet oil industry. The mission
was fully supported by President Geor e Bush, an action
his grand Hather and father
would, no doubt, have heartily
endorsed.

W.A. Harriman & Company
was co-founded in 1919 by W.
Averell and E. Roland Harriman. Long-time close friend
George Herbert Walker was
named president of the firm.
Walker brought in his son-inlaw, Prescott Bush, father of
the future president, as a vice
president.
By 1929 Bush had
taken over full management of
Harriman & Co.

Bush himself also has long
been active in the oil business;
his uncle George
Herbert
Walker II financed in 1948
Bush’s opening of his own oil
development company (shades
of Neil?). The new firm’s legal
business was handled by a
young attorney by the NAME
OF JAMES BAKER!

Between 1921 and 1931 Harriman provided the considerable
financial assistance needed to
get the Baku fields back on
line. This move proved to be
instrumental in the Soviet success in repelling the German

I believe you will note that
James Baker now serves as
your Secretary of State!
He
has just pushed and shoved and
given and given your tax plunder to the Soviet Union and
every other countrv. enemv or
friend.
The family tie goes
*
* .)
4
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back even further, as Baker’s
father and grandfather handled
legal work for Bush’s father
and grandfather in the Soviet
oil development
program of
the 1920’s.
The Bush family oil business is
booming, meanwhile, as U.S.
forces now are on hand to protect Saudi Arabia and the Gulf
emirates, including
Bahrain.
Perhaps not coincidentally, the
lucrative
drilling
potential1
rights in iiiahrain are owned by
Harken Energy Corporation of
Dallas, Texas.
PRESIDENT
BUSH’S SON GEORGE IS A
DIRECTOR
AND MAJOR
STOCKHOLDER
IN THAT
COMPANY, AS WELL AS
ACTING
AS A SPECIAL
$120,000 A YEAR CONSULTANT.
HARKEN
MERGED

WITH “BUSH’S” SPECTRUM 7
EXPLORATION
COMPANY
ABOUT FOUR YEARS AGO!

Naturally, Harken’s $1.1 BILLION a year revenues would
be endangered if Iraq were to
widen the conflict in the region.
What is more interesting is how
Harken was able to obtain the
rights to Bahrain’s oil???? Ah,
now you begin to pay attention? It is most interesting to
note that such a relatively unknown, small-time outfit based
largely in Texas, Louisiana and
Oklahoma, as is Harken, only
sprouted international soaring
wings--when it tied in with
Bush’s son, George!
This, dear ones, is only one instance of recent American foreign policy decisions to be
driven by Bush Family needs.
We have already clearly and
explicitly given you the tie-in
with Bush s’ brother, Prescott,
and the Japanese
company
who does extensive business in
China and Panama.
Bush moved most abruptly last
December to install a new

regime in Panama as a Christmas gift to the funeral homes,
that would be far more conducive to American business interests--especially his own! Remember, also, that he refused
to enact any sanctions against
the government in Peking that
could in any way interfere with
his business trade.
Do you not question Bush’s
buildup of U.S. military forces
in the Persian Gulf region? It
is said to be for the alleged purpose of restoring the despised
Kuwaiti royal family to its
throne. But the administration
refers to it as “protecting freedom and democracy”!
The
Kuwaiti royal family is hardly a
democratic form of government for the people, of the
people and by the people, dear
blind ones.
NO, IT IS CLEARLY OBVIOUS
TO
EVEN
THE
SLEEPY ONES, THAT THE
HUNDREDS
OF
THOUSANDS OF TROOPS ARE
MAKING
VERY
SURE
THAT
BAHRAIN’S
OIL
SUPPLIES REMAIN SAFE
FOR EXPLOITATION
AND
TO ALLOW OPENING THE
NEW SAUDI FIELDS UNDER THE CONTROL
OF
THE ELITE CARTEL.
At the same time, U.S. taxpayers will enable the Soviet oil
industry to reap huge profits as
a result of the sharply higher
crude prices that have resulted
from Bush’s actions in the
Middle East. Mr. Bush an unpretentious wimp? Oh my, I
should most certainly suggest
not!
JEB BUSH
I have spoken often, recently,
regarding another Bush son-Jeb.
I have received quite
nasty rebuttals
as to my
“inaccuracy”. I lay it here, once

again: Neil Bush is not the only
son of the President involved
with a failed savings and loan.
The Federal government has
already repaid a $4 MILLION
loan owed by Jeb Bush and
several
partners
to
the
Broward Federal Savings and
Loan in southern
Florida.
Bush held a 20 percent share of
the 1985 loan. When the Federal government assumed control of the failed S&L, its assets
were sold to a Los Angeles
S&L, which was guaranteed
against any losses. The loan
was thus repaid by YOU, the
U.S. taxpayers. Oh, by the way-the top honcho of Broward
Federal Savings and Loan is in
Tel Aviv, Israel, living happily
ever afterwards!
ANOTHER
TION

(TAXPAYER

DOL-

+S)
for information on maJar terrorist operations.
The
word is being spread internationally by videotaped
messages starring none other than
your
good
old American
showmen, Charlton
Heston,
Charles Bronson and Charlie
Sheen. The reward pro ram is
called “HEROES’.
Ifurther,
this does not include the great
sums allocated for obtaining
information from such leaks in
the Mossad, etc., as are coming
forth to both confuse and confirm. It is so nice that you taxpayers in the U.S. have endless
supplies of money to pay for all
this fun and games. Don’t you
realize that this is a blatant
move to completely clear the
U.S.A. of middle class American citizens? You will be the
ones necessary, to be brought
5

Dharma, close this portion for I
realize we are not finished with
an Express but I request that
George have this document in
order to fax it to his contacts
post-haste; by early afternoon,
please. Thank you and I salute
all of you for your tireless service to your brothers.
Salu.
Hatonn to clear to stand-by.

CONFIRMA-

The Bush administration is so
worried about an upsurge of
terrorist attacks against U.S.
targets worldwide in response
to the American military presence in the Persian Gulf that it
is offering rewards of up to $4

MILLION

under total control for the rich
are on “their” side and the poor
are your responsibility
to
“afford” already--the
middleclass will be drained and removed for you are too dangerous if and when you awaken to
the truth. It is planned to bring
you to helplessness before you
awaken and the time is at
hand!
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Commander
Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn
United Federation Command
10/31/90

HATONN

In the radiance of truth and the
encircling Sacred Circle of
Infinity, b and through the
Grace of e od and in the purpose and intent of service unto
God and Man, I am here; Hatonn.
,
INFORMATION

SORTING

As ones who are joinkd with
you ones in intent and purpose
and labor in these vineyards of
truth, I see the impatience and
overwhelming
“overload” of,
“How do we get ALL the
information to print and also
get the remainder of our tasks
into manifestation?” Dharma, I
see and feel the pull from the
other tasks you perceive to rest
upon you--nay, nay--one step at
a time, for you and me, it is first
the WORD.
Ah, but there “are so many
words”, you rebut---“so many
subjects!” Yes, precious, and

they all must be touched upon
so that man can then go and
know that for which he seeks.
It does not mean that we need
write of it all again and again;
however, we must continue
longer in the myriad subjects to
our best ability that each might
find the key which unlocks the
FIRST door so that man will
continue past the other doors
of knowledge.
It is the very
least that we can offer unto our
brothers who have become
people of the lies. So be it.
First we deal with that “which
is”. Man must confront that
which IS so that he can change
of it into a path to glory instead
of a path into slavery and destruction.
He must see a
glimpse into the distant past,
correlate it to the not so distant
past and see, again, the correlation with that which is thrust
upon him NOW! Day to day
the scenario changes but the
plot is ever the recycling of similarities.
Remember that which I gave
unto you a few days past: “All
macroscopic objects have discernible differences, but if you
enter the microscopic world of
molecules and atoms you find
absolute identities.” To round
out perception, we must allow
you to see inside this world of
quantum physics so that you
can look within the Cosmic
Code and into the language of
nature.
Further, we must be able to
cross the bridge which moves
from the finite into the infinite.
Oh, I see, Dharma; you “can’t
do that because you know not
that?”
Chela--I DO!
IT IS
BETTER THAT YOU DO
NOT! In this way, you come as
the innocent
child awaiting
knowledge--not
efforting
to
correct mine. So be it and selah!
First, however,

MUST

come

understanding of your current
circumstances so that you can
understand that which must be
done to remain in ability to
function properly to come into
the additional knowledge of
universal language and truth.
Be not too impatient, chela, as
we write of the heinous for you
must look squarely into the
truth of that which has been
thrust upon you by the foes of
God-ness and THEN, ONLY
THEN, can you understand the
process of transition and hi her
manifestation in tapping o f the
Cosmic and Universal particles
from which all is made manifest. Let us only ask that we
can keep it simple and beautiful enough for our brothers to
understand without mysticism
and magic nonsense. It is the
very SIMPLICITY of the universe which astounds and confounds--not the complications,
dear ones.
Then you ask of me, “Why must
we bring controversy into the
picture which gets me killed or
maimed?”
Because you must
know who the players are, my
dear. If the wolf is dressed as
the sheep and hides his truth
from you--how do you protect
the sheep? You must learn the
historical data regarding the
wolf and then watch for the
clues which always give the
trickster away in the light of
truth and confrontation.
A
sheep will continue to be a
sheep; the wolf will “blow” his
cover!
Relative to the above statement,
the ancient
Khazar
Zionists did all the right things
to deceive to this very point in
time to fulfill the prophecies as
put forth against this turn of
the cycles. The question has
always been, “Who will see the
clues and recognize the ‘wolf”?
The Zionists USE THE JEWS
(sheep) as the cover and it is
not realized, until too late, that
6
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the wolf has possession of the
entire flock. Truth will stand,
chela, against all rebuttals and
stone-casting, firing squads and
election ballots--truth does not
come
from
majority
rule.
TRUTH IS!
So that you can continue to balance what is occurring this day
in your world, we must continue with relative scenarios
cast side by side with that which
is put forth this day--right now-in Global intent for One World
Order and Global control.
Dear ones, the scene was
essentially the same even, let us
say, at the fall of Babylon. Let
us herein do a bit of comparison peeking regarding that very
topic--Babylon.

You live in a world that grows
more complex and more confusing with each passing day-week by week, month by
month, year by year, decade by
decade and so on. I like to
work within the years past in
about 10 to 15 years, because
you can remember those incidents first hand. Then we can
compare instances of, ancient
myths which relate so closely
that if we changed a few terms
here and there, the story could
be the identical play format for
this day.
Even though little actually
changes, let us consider you socalled “Americans”.
You are
typical and fairly new as a nationality so it is easy to be
observant.
I do not play favorites herein, it is just ‘simple”
as example. r
You Americans are very fond
of praising yourselves for the
great man-made wonders of
your age and you don’t even
know the tenth of it. Whenever
the obvious dangers to your

continued existence as a nation
prey on your minds, you are
always reminded that you, the
great United States, have already survived for the two centuries since your Republic was
founded. Scarcely a day passes
that you are not reassured by
your rulers, elected and otherwise, that you are the mightiest
nation on earth. Your technology, you are told, day in and
day out, is so wonderful that it
is impossible that any other nation on earth, especially the
poor, backward Soviet Union,
for instance, might surpass you
in any important way. In other
words, you believe you are
technologically
impregnable.
Unless you become prematurely concerned over the impact of the recent radical
changes in your weather, certain news reports tell incredible
lies to the effect that the
United States has a two-year,
minimum, store of grains in
your storage bins--all the while,
they are empty. In all this, the
behavior of the U.S. today is
like that of countless civilizations before you--JUST BEFORE THEY PERISHED!
IN MANY RESPECTS THE
GREATEST
SIMILARITY
OF ALL IS WITH THAT OF
ANCIENT BABYLON JUST
BEFORE
ITS
ABRUPT
FALL FROM POWER! The
origins of the U.S., unlike
Babylon, were strongly moral
and spiritual in content, and
the system of overnment set
forth in the U. 5 . Constitution,
which freed men in a way
unparalleled in human history,
was conceived by men who understood man’s
God’s creation.

place

within

This heritage
still lives today in the hearts of
many Americans,
but it’s
rapidly being snuffed out under
the bondage of rulers who are
superimposing the pattern of
ancient
Babylon
on your
beloved land.

The Babylonian pattern is totally evil, and those who choose
to bow down to such Satanic
rule thereby make themselves
part of it. The origins of ancient Babylon are lost in the
midst of time, perhaps 5,000 or
so years ago, but it reached its
peak around 600 B.C., at which
time it was undisputed as the
most powerful
empire
the
world had ever seen. The City
of Babylon was the Rome of its
day, the most important trading
center, the most powerful military force, the greatest cultural
influence, and even a center of
tourism because of its remarkable hanging gardens (one
of the seven great wonders of
the world!) and other manmade wonders. The huge city
of Babylon was surrounded by
city walls so high and so thick
that they were impregnable by
any military technology of that
day; and inside the city there
was a two-year supply of food,
making any attempted siege
against Babylon unattractive.
And there was no lack of water
either, because no less than the
mighty river Euphrates
ran
through the city. Yes, Babylon
was powerful, wealthy, and so
secure in material terms that
potential
adversaries
were
hardly ever taken seriously.
Even when it became clear that
the increasingly powerful joint
empire of the Medes and the
Persians had designs on Babylon, there was no real concern.
With all their means of protection against invasion and their
unrivaled
prosperity,
the
Babylonian attitude was simply,
“It couldn’t happen here.” And
so when the medo-Persian
army of Cyrus and Darius laid
siege to Babylon, the only response of the ruler of Babylon
was
debauchery,
feasting,
drunkenness, and mocking any
real power greater than himself.
At this point you are told that
7
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the Babylonian feast was interrupted by the appearance of a
hand in midair writing words on
the wall that said Babylon’s
rule was at an end, that its ruler
had been weighed in the balances and found wanting, and
that the kingdom would be divided and given to the Medes
and Persians. The handwriting
on the wall said the irnpossibl;
was about to happen--Babylon,
the impregnable city, was about
to fall--How could this be? No
one in Babylon had ever had
experience with invasion and so

could not imagine such a thing;

and yet, within a few short
hours, before the drunken feast
even ended, the impossible
simply happened!
First, the water level in the
mighty Euphrates River, flowing through the middle of
started
dropping
Babylon,
rapidly. (Knowing that the Euphrates is all but dry below the
man-made
dams of today,
should be about to give you a
bad case of hives/rash.)
The
water dwindled to a trickle, and
stopped
altogether.
soon
Cyrus, the Persian, had worked
out of sight of Babylon and had
diverted the Euphrates out of
its normal channel. Now the
great impregnable
walls of
Babylon were left with huge
openings--namely the river bed
no longer filled with water, and
in marched the Medo-Persian
conquering
Babylon
army,
And a
without resistance.
decade ago, the United States
was under total siege by the Soviet Union with the cooperation from within ..of Quislings. You were threatened by
the joint
Rockefeller/Soviet
Empire just as Babylon was besieged by the joint Medo-Persian Empire.
The message
“no worry”--“It
here!” Today,
you that you

was still one of
couldn’t happen
it is never said to
will have your

troops in the Middle East
wiped off the map and worse,
you will never know--unless you
begin to listen hereto--that it
was fully planned and orchestrated b those who would
CONTR 6 L YOUR GLOBE.
Dear ones, ‘ust as it happened
in ancient Aabylon, the handwriting is all over the walls for
America and the free nations
of your planet. The America
you know today is a perversion
of the pattern originally laid
down for your beloved land,
and America, as you know it, is
coming to an end--actually, that
wondrous America you knew is
already to an end, some years
past.
It appears that the similarity
may be missed for you might
say, “Ah es, but the Achilles’
heel of ii abylon was “water”.
WATER IS AGAIN “YOUR’
ACHILLES’ HEEL and you
simply have no perception of
such.
HOW SO WATER?
Without going into great detail,
I can tell you that there is the
ability to rupture every dam in
your nation of America, and
cause
earth
upheavals.
Weather changing devices are
prevalent to destroy normal sequence of rainfall.
Further,
there is already contamination
of your water supplies with all
manner of toxic substances and
radioactivity.
Your nation has been trained
to use abundant water and
waste water to the point that
you don’t know how to function
without it in abundant supply.
You have elaborate viaduct
systems for taking water from
one place to another.
You
have depleted your ground-water reserves and still, in the
West it rains not! Four years of
drought in southern California

has all but devastated
the
Now, add to
ground-water.
that broken viaduct systems of
Your
contaminated
water.
farm crops and orchards are
completely dependent upon irrigation---Do you begin to see?
If any of these things are introduced, you will be in deep
yogurt!
But what has that to do with
the Middle East and Oil?
Everything!
The Israeli Zionists want war, Russia and the
U.S. made a pact to not allow a
“nuclear” war until 1992, in the
Middle East. Russia has the
technology and cosmospheres
in place whereby, if you push
nuclear
war
eru ts-and
GOOD-BY VIADUCT f YSTEMS, EARTH FAULT STABILITY AND THERE GOES
LOTS
OF DAMS
INTO
ETERNITY! YOU SEE, THE
KHAZAR
ZIONISTS
DO
NOT PLAY BY THE RULES
NOR
DO;’ THEY
KEEP
THEIR
COMMITMENTS!
ONCE UNDER WAY, THE
PLANS CAN GO AWRY IF
FANATICAL
PLAYERS
COME INTO THE EQUATION. HOW WILL IT GO,
HATONN? I can only look at
probabilities
and possibilities
and pray just like you! I can
tell you what “their” plans are
and relay them to you but they
change as the information goes
forth. By informing and other
players
stopping
some sequential necessities, you are
still in one
niece
BUT.
GLOBAL
PLAni
2000
IS
RIGHT ON SCHEDULE!
HOW DOES A NATION
SURVIVE?
Now we come full cycle into the
importance of spiritual truth-or spiritual guidance, even if
not totally in truth but Godly in
“intent”, although marred by incorrect information.
/‘b
.
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Of all the things that determine
whether a nation will survive or
succumb in time of crisis, the
human spirit is still the most
important. A strong spirit and
deep resolve can overcome
insurmountable
seemingly
obstacles, and it can make a
people impossible to conquer;
but a weak spirit, without convictions or values, leaves a people defenseless--defenseless no
matter how much armour they
may wear or what weapons
they may command.
This is
why the human spirit has been
the most consistent target of
all, both of the “One World”
group and of the rulers of your
adversaries.
DIVORCE

MORAL AND

k
The first step is to divorce the
moral and spiritual lessons of
religions from daily decisions
and actions, as if the two have
no relationship to one another
except for lip service. Then the
spiritual teachings for which
churches or&inaZZy existed are
diluted and the laws of God replaced
modernizing” “to fit thseui~~~
of today”. Then the spiritual
with
replaced
are
truths
preaching about economic, political, and social issues. Next,
to top it all off, the word goes
something
about
forth
“invented” called the “rapture”
dear ones, not even your Holy
B ible speaks of such a thing as
“a rapture”).
The latter is to
reap destruction
upon the
masses and the former is to
play with the fires “of hell”. But
this is exact1 what the National
Council of i! hurches and its sister organization,
the World
Council of Churches, have
been doing for decades.
Prior to the end of November,
1950, the National Council was
known as the Federal Council

of Churches. For many years
the Federal Council had been
dominated at the national level
by the Rockefellers and their
agent John Foster Dulles, and
was the recipient of several
grants from the Rockefeller
Foundation.
But the Federal
Council became so totally identified with political activism in
support of socialist causes, it
became an object of increasing
distrust. Accordingly, the name
was changed to the National
Council of Churches, and its
tarnished halo was polished up
with public assurances that this
was a NEW organization which
would devote itself to the real
business of the church. There
were many influential laymen
in the churches under the umbrella of the National Council
who wanted to help insure that
the supposedly new organization would truly devote itself to
proper areas of church concern. As a result, a National
Lay Committee was brought
into being under the chairmanship of the late J. Howard
Pugh, a truly great American,
who was a director and president of the Sun Oil Co. when it
was still free of the grasping
clutches of the Rockefellers.
The National Lay Committee
existed from March 28, 1951,
until June 30,1955, for you who
want to look it up.
WHAT HAPPENED?
The whole story of what happened to the National Lay
Committee
of the National
Council of Churches is told in
the “Chairman’s Final Report”
by Pugh. Unfortunately that
important report has long been
suppressed and buried very,
very deep. However, I know
that you can’t rest until you
have the tid-bits so let us consider a few passa es which will
be taken from “Ta e Chairman’s
Explanatory Letter”. This letter
served as a Foreword to the

Report as a whole:

superseded.

“The failure of this most
important effort to bring
about an enduring partnership between the clergy and
laity, I feel a very real responsibility to provide a
comprehensive and factual
account
of those steps
which led to the Board’s action--discontinuing lay participation.
“We lay people found ourselves not only deeply in the
minority but often poles
apart from the clergy who
invariably out-voted us 10
to 1 in these sessions.
“The members of the Lay
Committee were often misunderstood in their urgency
to keep the churches out of
politics and their insistence
on the
romised
evangelism. B ur premise was
that instead of appealing to
the government, the church
should devote its energies
to the work of promoting
the attributes of Christianity--truth, honesty, fairness,
generosity,
justice,
and
charity in the hearts and
minds of men.
We attempted to emphasize that
Christ stressed not the expanded State, but the dignity and responsibility of
the individual.
“Their
philosoph ,
it
seemed to the Lay 2 ommittee, looked to an ever-expanding government.
“With few exceptions, the
members of the Lay Committee had agreed to serve
only because they had been
assured that the new National Council would avoid
the political involvements
and controversies of the old
Federal
Council
of
Churches, which
was
now
.
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“Most of the members of
the Lay Committee came
finally to the realization
that a wide chasm existed
between the thinking of the
laity and the clergy and exthe
deecutives
of
nominational bodies which
the
National
comprised
Council.
“Now since June 30, 1955,
the Committee ceased to
exist as a committee of the
General Board.
“The members of the Lay
Committee believed, and so
stated, that the political
adventures of the National
Council in the field of economic and political controversy would serious1 hinder
and not further E hristian
leadership in the pressing
fields of evangelism, fellowship, and education.
“It appears from the record
that the National Council
could find no room for opposition to the philosophies
and practices carried over
from the old Federal Council. Lacking the patience to
resolve the basic problem, it
has sought to bury it.”
And thus, dear ones, more than
30 years ago ended the last major effort to deflect the RockeNational
feller-dominated
Council of Churches away from
its political programs and toward concern for spiritual matters.
After more than four
years of frustrating and fruitless
effort, the national Lay Committee was ,dissolved and the
prize forfeited. How many of
you will roll-over as you are
thwarted in this, our work? We
shall see. That dissolution signalled the end of any influence
of the general church population of America on the policies

in the National Council of
Churches. The National Council proceeded on its way, proclaiming to the public that it
represented 34,000,OOOProtestants, while using this power
base to help undermine your
Republic--and
free
the
churches themselves to the very
fiber and core of the truth itself.
THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL
has done irreversible damage.
It has weakened and dulled the
spirit of millions of Americans
and foreigners who seek truth
through the lies. It has softened and made “legal” in the
eyes of the churches and the
laity all manner of activities totally against the laws of God
and The Creation.
It has
weakened and wiped out your
ability to discern and judge actions. You refuse to speak out
against evil for fear of being labelled bigot or “square”. You
now bless that which is evil and
taunt those who practice things
of moral rightness.
Will you see the way? CAN
you again see the way? I can
only give unto you truth and
you must make the choices.
Let us hope and pray unto our
Creator/Creation
that we can
regain balance, truth and understanding and that God shall
grant Grace unto the petitioners in truth. You can regain
the wondrous spirit, instead of
continuing the destruction, if
you will but turn again unto the
lighted path.
.

of manifestation” is attained at
a harmonic of 169443 relative
to the latitude/longitude
and
dependent upon the minutes of
arc and degrees in direct
relationship to the speed of
light harmonic ? Now, suppose
that you know that at a harmonic frequency of 169443 you
have “visibility” of unified structure (or, could it be 16.9443 or
1.69443 or 169.443?) It doesn’t
matter for all are a direct
derivative of the “keystone” of
mathematical infinity. Let us
suppose, now, that you know
this “magic” number and at a
certain “grid” location all mass
becomes visible at this finite
frequency--What
have
you
learned? If you know not how
to achieve that frequency--you
have learned nothing!
“Well”, comes the next thrust-“why don’t we “invent the wheel
with this wondrous mathematical equation?” Because it is already invented!
YOU just
don’t have it! Further, if you
don’t turn your mass of chaos
around and about--you will neither have it nor have need of it.
I repeat--YOU CAN MOVE
TO GLORY OR BE SWALLOWED BY THE CHAOS!
THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
Allow us to close, chela, as the
day is at twilight and other
things are in need of tending.
Thank you for your service and
may we all ponder upon our
relationship with God for I prefer to move us into GLORY!
AND
SAALOME’
AHO!
Hatonn to clear, please.
10/24/90

Do you see, chelas, that if you
do not turn about and change
these things of error--the rest is
of no consequence?
What
good would it do to know quantum physics and cosmic codes if
you are enslaved by your own
doing? What good does is do
for you to know that “visibility

*****
Soltec present to speak of general information regarding the
type of quake just experienced
in this most important area. I
am responsible for the command following most closely
$;;p$-$f
c;$E;e
‘“,,da
hopefully, allow you ones to
regarding
knowledge
have
and
these
changes
“possibilities” involved.
I can
also tell you what to look for
relative to a given action as follow-on. Please do not ask me
to define explicitly in “EarthWe calculate
timeframe”.
possibilities and probabilities
by “sequence of events”. I shall
also make it as simple for general understanding as I can find
words to fit descriptions.

SOLTEC/HATONN

TODAYS

WATCH

Hatonn present in service unto
God and Man--within the Light
of Truth.
So be it. I ask,
Dharma, that you avail yourself
and
service,
briefly,
to
Commander Ceres Anthonious
10

Soltec for, before we write this
day, I must call urgent attention
to you ones. There has been a
rather small earthquake within
the past 12 hours in northern
California which bears great
importance. It is a sign to you
ones who will “see” and “hear”.
The quake itself is not of great
importance; it is the fact that it
is in the area of Lee Vining
(close to Yosemite) but that is
not the point. It epicenters in
the area where the radioactive
“bulge” of molten matter made
radioactive by your Nevada
testing is “coming to a head”.
This quake has two points of
interest--it tells you where first
the toxic material might surface
and also relieves a bit of pressure from the “cone” itself. I
move to stand-by, thank you.
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The relatively small quake in
point was experienced in California to the coastal area near
and around San Francisco as
well as throughout portions of
Nevada (most important indeed). To allow understanding
to the “lay” public, I must first
speak of vulcanism in general.

Therefore,
I ask ones who
know all this information to
please be atient, for we find
that 99.9 Bo of the human
masses do not have the foggiest
idea of that which we outlay
unto you.
VULCANISM
The term “vulcanism” implies
volcanos--and they are, to be
sure, a spectacular product of
it.
But vulcanism involves
much more than mere volcanes.
Any invasion of the

earth’s crustal zone by magma
from below is properly called
vulcanism.
If the magma

pushes its way far up into the
crustal strata but does not
reach the surface, it is termed
intrusive vulcanism, but if the
magma flows out onto the surface via volcanic or other vents,
it is called extrusive vulcanism.
(These,
of
course,
are
Earth/English words and will
need translation for other language groups.)
The question may well be
asked, ‘Why does molten material from the earth’s interior
force its way into and through
the hard rock of the crust?”
This is one of the questions that
has vexed your geologists for
many years--not only, “Why
does magma invade the crust?”
but, “Where precisely does the
magma originate?”
It is obvious to you “close” observers
that release of pressure on the
interior
of the
earth
by
deformation and fracturing of
the crust triggers the outward
movement
of magma, but
whether it originates initially at
the earth’s core, the mantle, or
even the crust itself is difficult
for you to determine for you
have not enough knowledge or
ability to research those pressures and temperatures
to
reach valid, provable conclusions.

It depends on the TYPE of volcanic activity.
Most volcanos

tap only relatively
shallow
source regions; however, this
does not obviate the deepseated sources for certain types
of volcanic activity.
Nearly all major mountain
masses are underlain by intrusive masses, and frequently
there is some sort of extrusive
vulcanism in evidence as well-simply through visual observation.
Mountain-building
mechanisms such as folding
and faulting cause vulcanism,
but vulcanism, once set in motion, can be a potent mountainbuilding mechanism in its own
right. Massive intrusions may
lift and warp the surface layers,
and extrusive magma, finding it
way to the surface through
faults, can build huge piles of
volcanic rock. Also, intrusions
may be exposed by the wearing
away of the softer overlying
strata by erosion, and the hard
igneous mass will stand up as
highlands.
The Adirondacks
and mountains of New England, for instance, are of this
type.
Please understand that I am
speaking of the United States
in this instance for this is where
the scribe can have association
and this is where the subject in
point has and is occurring. The
information
is valid for all
Earth locations geographically.
Other examples are the smooth
lava flows in Alaska’s Valley of
the Ten Thousand
Smokes
which poured out of a volcanic
vent just a few of your decades
past and still have the appearance of motion as observed. Today the area, Katmai National Monument, as
you have named it, has only
about 100 smokes active. It is,
however, an area only in the
“sleeping”.
Another
11
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landscape filled with volcanic
plugs, the Kapsiki Mountains in
Cameroon, is far different in
visualization.
Where each
great “protrusion (plug of rock
lava) was once a live volcano,
its vent filled with molten lava.
As the volcano expired and
eventually eroded away, only
the solidified igneous rock,
relatively harder and more resistant, has survived for your
modern-day viewing.
INTRUSIVE
BATHOLITHS
STOCKS:

WLCANISM
AND

The largest of the intrusive
masses is the batholith, found to
underlie every major mountain
system and frequently exposed
at the surface as the roots or
cores of ancient mountains that
have eroded away. But the
batholith is not merely the uper margin of the monolithic
!iima volcanics. It is a lobe that
has forced its way well beyond
that into the sedimentary (or
altered rock) layers that form
the continental epidermis, because of lessened pressure as a
result of diastrophism. As for
size, a stock is simply indication
of “size”. There is not “feason”
of two terms other than somebody felt it helpful to describe
the ‘bulging” or “hat” under the
surface as a batholith if over 40
miles in area and a stock if
smaller. Both will be found in
the same “bulge”.
The batholith and stock are
coarse-grained igneous or plutonic rock that has obviously
cooled
slowly
deep
underground.
At their point of
contact with &he stratum above
is a metamorphosed aureole or
baked zone where the combination of heat, pressure, magmatic fluids and gases have
commonly given rise to concentration of useful minerals.

For practical Earth purposes
you may as well regard as esstrucsentially “bottomless”
tures, and intrusive rock has
not been “seen” to actually crystalize as extrusive lavas have.
You are, as usual, dealing again
with conjecture on your placement and it serves well enough
in concept.

crescent from the Pennines to
the sea, and since its steep side
faces northward, it was seized
on by the Romans as the
foundation for Hadrian’s wall.
Again, within the U.S., you will
have a good example in the
Black Canyon of the Gunnison.

LACCOLITHS:

If the invasion of the surface
layers is in the form of a thin
sheet cutting sharply across all
horizontal
strata but falling
short of intersecting the surface, then you have a dike. Visualize a sill turned on edge,
except in the case of a dike it
draws magma from its entire
lower edge rather than from a
bore or conduit. Dikes often
occur in swarms, most frequently radiating from a volcanic vent. If the resulting igneous rock is harder than that
which surrounds it, erosion may
lay bare the solidified magma
in the volcano conduit as a neck
or plug and the radiating dikes
as long narrow ridges. Ship
Rock, New Mexico, is an
outstanding example. One can
see the radiating dikes exposed
at the surface and Ship Rock itself is a volcanic plug.

On a much smaller scale than
the batholith are several other
kinds of magmatic intrusions.
One of these, the Zaccolith, has
some of the character of a
small batholith or stock except
that it is fed from below by a
tube cutting across the overlying strata like the conduit of a
volcano. However, where the
volcanic bore gets into the surface rocks, magma rising up the
laccolith feedpipe loses some
of its impetus and spreads out
between two flat-lying rock layers, eventually forming a lensshaped mass that lifts and bows
the surface into a dome and
this is indeed most important to
the subject in point.
SILLS:
Similar to the laccolith but
much more common is the sill.
In this case the invading
magma spreads out as a flat
sheet, often for many miles, but
does not throw up the overlying
layers. Sills come to your attention when erosion exposes an
edge as a sheer wall, often
darker and harder than the surrounding rock. The down-cutting Hudson River, as example,
has revealed a sill in the Palisades that is particularly striking because of the columnar
jointing of the cooling magma.
Another major feature standing out in a moderately subdued landscape is the Great
Whin sill of Northumberland,
England.
The black escarpment describes a 100-mile

tals will grow to huge size under these unusual conditions.
In South Africa mica crystals
have been encountered measuring 10 to 15 feet in width.
EXTRUSIVE

WLCANISM

VOLCANOS:
DIKES:

PEGMATITES:
Note that although the originally molten rocks involved in
intrusives are properly classified as plutonics and should
therefore
display a coarse
granularity, only the batholith
or thick sill is highly typical.
Generally, the smaller intrusives isolate the magmatic melt
into such thin or limited quantities that cooling is quite rapid
and crystal formation is impaired. However, it is possible
that a long intrusive finger may
keep its contact with the
molten mass below and selected gases and fluids will find
their way into this backwater
(pegnzati@). Gccasionally, crys12
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Volcanos are, of course, of
particular interest not only because of their unpredictable explosive habits but because of
impressive
structure.
their
They tend to follow fault lines,
and thus the world’s great
seismic zones. Faulting, earthquakes, and volcanos go together, and faulting is the basic
cause for the other two. The
Pacific’s unstable margin is often popularly referred to as the
“Pacific Ring of Fire” because of
its extensive volcanic activity.
Everywhere, cones of all sizes,
both active and dormant, are
evidence of continuing vulcanism.
It is foolish indeed to ever refer
to any volcano as “dead”. Dormant is your word most suitable for use and should be used
if there has been no eruptive
activity in historical time. Even
historic time is not sufficient.
For instance in 79 A.D., your
labelled “Vesuvius”, was not
even a very imposing landform
which was half hidden inside
the broken remnant of the
older Monte Somma and had
never erupted in the memory
of human inhabitation.
There
were not even any fanciful legends of vulcanism, so long ago
had been its most recent activity. Yet in that fateful year
Pompeii was buried in a great
blast of fiery ash and Herculaneum &as overrun by repeated flows of hot mud. Then
for sixteen centuries there were
only ten additional major eruptions. But in 1631, after 130
years of quiescence, Vesuvius
began its modern, more fre-

quent eruptive cycle marked by
increased lava flows that had
been of little consequence earlier. So today Vesuvius is by
any measurement
active, its
personality changed considerably from its former self; and if
Somma is any evidence, there
have been many times in the
distant past when Vesuvius and
its precursors have surprised
the sleepy folks along the Bay
of Naples.
The United States’ own Cascade Mountains, pimpled with
600 miles of snow-capped
cones, must be regarded as
merely dormant. Lassen Peak,
the least spectacular of the lot,
was active in 1914-15, but there
has been a tendency to think of
the others as “scenery”. All are
very new, geologically speaking,
scarcely mutilated by erosion,
and this, of course, is why they
make such outstanding scenery.
But by the same token, dear
friends, they are more likely to
be alive than dead after such a
short time span.
Evidences
pointing to just such a likelihood are very modern cinder
cones all around the base of
Mt. Shasta, another in Crater
Lake, recently discovered by
your own geologists, hot spots
high on the slope of Mt.
Rainier and Mt. Baker, and Mt.
Lassen itself.
VARIATIONS IN
EKtl-PTION
No two volcanos are alike in
their eruptive habits and as you
have seen from the Vesuvian
example, an individual volcano
is often capricious. Some are
s ewers of ash, like Irazu in
CT
osta Rica, which erupted
continuously for almost two
years (1966-1968), subjecting
the residents of the capital city,
San Jose, to a seemingly endless rain of thick dust. Others
eject lava but with variation:
Vesuvius goes off violently with

loud explosions and gushes of
lava streaming down its flanks;
Kilauea, the Hawaiian crater,
quietly spills lava over its lip
with a minimum of fireworks;
Strombolian lava, cooling and
crusting over lightly in the
crater, traps gases beneath it,
which explode every half-hour
throwing
incandescent
clots
high into the air. Then there
are the spasmodic eruptors
whose
conduit
becomes
clogged with hardened igneous
rock between eruptions. With
a cork in the bottle, so to
speak, it is not uncommon for
the increasing pressures to
blow out suddenly through a
weak spot on the side of the
mountain.
This is what happened to Mt. Pele on Martinique in 1902. Internal pressure started the cork, pushing it
out of the vent in the form of a
high spire, but before it could
wholly clear the passage the
side blew out. A dense cloud of
intensely hot gases and self-exploding lava mist swept down
the slope to the sea, completely
wiping out the town of St.
Pierre in an instant.
CALDERAS
There is yet another kind of
happening that involves the reverse of eruption, that is, a
sudden emptying of the magma
chamber.
When this occurs,
the entire top of the mountain,
lacking support, collapses and
is engulfed into itself. The end
result is a huge crater-like pit
called a calderu. Crater Lake,
Oregon, is one of these. It is
not a true crater because
glacial evidences on the contemporary slopes indicate that
a peak of over 12,000 feet must
have existed to support fullblown glaciers.
This reconstructed volcano, dating back
probably some 8000 years, has
been named posthumously Mt.
Mazama.
But volcanos can
blow their tops--how do you
13
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know that it collapsed rather
than blew up.9 You can know
because the entire surrounding
countryside would have to covered with debris from the old
eak and there simply is none.
g o now you are faced with the
question,
what causes the
abrupt evacuation of a magma
chamber?
And you have no
certain finite answer.
Of more recent origin than
Crater Lake is the caldera of
Krakatoa, an island just off
western Java. On August 27,
1883 there were four tremendous explosions, the last of
which was heard 3000 miles
away in Australia. A towering
dust cloud was thrown up, noticeable around the world for
two years, and a great tidal
wave drowned 36,000 people.
Subsequent
investigation
revealed that a deep pit had replaced two-thirds of the island
but that despite the dust and
ash ejected, the bulk of the island had collapsed and the sea
had rushed into the resultant
caldera. The area is still indeed
active. A new volcanic island is
building called by you, Anak
Krakotoa (child of Krakatoa).
But even the original Krakatoa
was merely a remnant of an
earlier, much larger , island.
Like Vesuvius, standin in the
breached caldera of i omma,
generations of crustal I ulcers
appear
on occasion to be
healing but the infection distressingly reasserts itself again
and again when least expected.
LOSS OF LIFE
On recounting the loss of human life from volcanic disaster
through
the centuries,
one
might be inclined to wonder
why anyone would choose to
live with volcanos as neighbors.
But if a given cone can be classified conveniently as “extinct,
local residents come to love it,
are inspired by its majesty, or

even regard it as divine--that
“the mountain” could be venomous and turn on its friends is
unthinkable, until, of course, it
does so. Agricultural people
are drawn to the frequently fertile lava soils, willing to take an
unknown risk to derive a
known livelihood.
And if the
giant should cough up rejuvenating showers of ash periodically, so much the better.
Anyway, absolute security is
not a guarantee of living anywhere.
Why would anyone
choose to live in earthquake
country, tornado alley, or along
hurricane coasts? The law calls
these “acts of God’, and God
seems, in the short run, less
lethal than midtown or freeway
traffic, which threatens you all
on a daily basis.
CLASSIFICATION BY
CONE SHAPE
The simplest classification of
volcanos is on the basis of the
shape of the cone. Most of
them fall generally into one of
three types that are easily recognizable, and the cone shape
also gives some indication of
the type of e’ecta and the eruptive habits o l!the volcano.
First, there is the cinder cone.
This is the product of a violently explosive volcano where
the lava has solidified in the
vent, forming a plug. The accumulation of steam and magmatic gases gradually develops
sufficient pressure to blow the
plug with such force as to shatter it into tiny fragments (called
cinders and ush), and these are
deposited in a symmetrical pile
around the vent, the larger
particles nearest the vent and
the finer ones farther away.
The resulting cinder cone is
steep sided (around 37 degrees,
the maximum angle of repose
of unconsolidated
material)
and usually symmetrical (Mt.
Asmara in Ethiopia). Although

evident in many parts of the
world, the cinder cone seldom
achieves any great size, as erosion rapidly wears away what is
essentially merely a pile of
loose material. The disappearing islands of the Pacific are often mere cinder cones, where
an eruption may throw up a
pile of solid ejecta above the
ocean level to be visible for a
few days or months until wave
action removes it.
The second type of volcanic
cone is called a shield or dome.
Here a quiet flow of fairly fluid
lava issues from the vent,
forming a vast low-angle cone
as it cools. Mauna Loa-Mauna
Kea whose 13,000-foot tips
form the island of Hawaii is an
excellent example of this type
of cone, and if the low angle of
the island’s slope is traced to
the sea bottom some five miles
deep, the true size of this twin
cone becomes apparent.

level and almost 40,000 feet
above the ocean floor and
growing.
The four formerly mentioned
volcanos are considered dormant, but El Misti in Peru is
equally as impressive and still
active, as is Mayon in the
Philippines. Mayon, despite its
generally low elevation and
lack of picturesque snowcap, is
reputed to be the most perfectly shaped of the world’s
composite volcanos. I URGE

YOU TO NOT BE FOOLISH IN
YOUR
ATTITUDE
THAT
THESE “DORMANT’ GUNTS
ARE CONTINUING IN DORTHE ENTIRE OF
MANCY.
THE CASCADE
CHm
IS
AWAKENING.

Now, let us turn to a most
with
important
link-up
information regarding the current quake in point:
FISSURE

As often as not, however, a volcano passes through several
stages in its history, alternating
between explosive eruptions
and lava flows. The resulting
cone develops a combination of
the low-angle shield and the
high-angle cinder cone. These
are composite or strata cones
and display concave slopes with
a sharp peak. Imagine first a
cinder cone, but before it can
erode away, it is overlain by
lava flows. Then built on top of
this another cinder cone, followed again by lava. The end
roduct looks like Fujiyama,
5 hasta, Ranier, or Egmont, the
world-famous volcanos that inspire poets and legends. The
most tell-tale concave slope
development,
however,
is
shown by Mt. Shishaldin in the
Aleutians which is smoking and
active today. Its classic shape is
totally unscarred by any type of
erosion as it continues to build.
Currently,
Shishaldin towers
well over 9400 ‘feet above sea
14
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FLOWS

Lava, in pouring out onto the
earth’s surface, does not always
issue from volcanic vents; it
may well out of faults or fissures many miles in length. If
the lava is highly liquid and the
terrain fairly subdued, such fissure flows have been’ known to
cover thousands
of square
miles and build up Lextensive
plateaus as in eastern Washington, eastern Oregon, southern
Idaho,
and
northern
California, U.S.A. The bulk of
peninsular India is also of this
In Washington the
origin.
Columbia River Gorge and the
Grand Coulee reveal along
their sides a banded layering of
differing colors and textures,
each of which represents a separate flow. On occasion, the
hot lava will be heavily charged
with gases, and as the lava
cools, the escaping gases leave
holes in the rock, making it extremely porous.
Water will
occasionally flow through the

permeable (scoriaceous) rock
as though it were a pipe. It is
also possible that in. a moderately viscous flow, with the surface cooling and congealing
through contact with the atmosphere, the hot, still liquid lava
underneath will run on and out
leaving an igneous cave.
SO WHAT, SOLTEC?
If you reason carefully regarding the quake in point, you can
determine the situation and
watch for further example or
increased activity--in any and
all directions. This can allow
you to begin to determine likelihood of damage and extent of
passage of radioactive material
from the Nevada testing site.
Because of underlying strata,
the flow will be toward the Pacific Sea and will, obviously, affect the
immediate
areas
around the site of the “caldera”
container and the direct fissure
network radiating to the sea.
It would be expected then, that
material flowing from the nuclear testing center in Yucca
Flats outside of and north of
Las Vegas would flow along fissure lines into Death Valley
and thus and so, however, this
is a false premise. A brief and
general outlay of descriptive
flow from Yucca Flats test
rounds would be between the
1 pring Mountains to the west
and the Spotted Range and
Sheep Range to the east, moving through and into “Devil’s
Hole” which I believe is one of
your
National
Monuments
north of the town of Pahrump,
Nevada, on the south edge of
the Amargosa Desert east of
the Amargosa Mountain Range
and scattering in all directions.
The most open and active fissure, however, runs on through
(under) Sarcobatus Flat, between the Inyo and Toyabe National Forests and pools in the
major underground-to-surface

cauldrons beneath Mono Lake.
Mono Lake is not formed for
no reason, dear friends, and it
is quite a toxic lake in its already pristine state. Lee vining

is at Mono Lake!

Does this mean the only danger
from radioactive material problems would be along that route,
then scattering out from the
Mono Lake Bulge (which by
the way, is under water for the
most part)? No, it means that
it is where the weakest surface
ortion of the landscape lies.
h e fissures
running
into
southern California are much
more extensive but are deeper
and less likely to show surface
bulging. The flow, however, is
much easier with much less interference from strata mass.

THE MAJOR FISSURES ALL
END UP AT THE SAN ANDREAS FAULT.’

When you hear of the prophecies expectingdeath from open
fissures exuding death-causing
vapors--it will be from toxic
substances, yes, but deadly because of radiation from foolish
man-made experiments of nuclear materials.
How much will surface, if it surfaces? I cannot answer for it
depends
pressure
burldup, pre%!E slippage vs.
man-caused slippage and extent of flow. You can expect
deadly gasses to spring from
what you call Lake Elsinore
and on down to the Salton Sea.
These gasses may or not be,
radioactive. Watch the type of
tremors for you can know if a
quake is felt over a large area,
it is a bit deeper than a little
surface jolt. It means a lot of
deep churning and activity in
radiating fissures.
Since you do not yet show surface fissures to any great extent
and very little surfacing material at this point, you can sur15
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mise it is still in the “intrzuive”
stage and moved into the “sill”
stage from and forming additional “Zaccoliths”. The ureu at

Mono
Lake
represents
a
batholithic/stock in a location not
noticed easiZy through
vkual&ion.
The lake is not “just

getting lower from depletion of
water’ but is also more shallow
from the “rising” of the lake
floor.
I am not here, Dharma, to argue points of physical geology
or geography. We have great
difficulty with your new names
for everything--the entire area
described was once at the bottom of the sea and my vision
and instrumentations recognize
no difference except for isolating the identification of markers for you ones.
The quake in oint is of little
notice except For the massive
information it should be telling
you.
More important substance is coming forth along the
New Madrid fault but the toxic
quality of the California tremor
bears more destructive
potential from that aspect.
The widespread activity is indeed important but I have not
the
facility
nor you the
understanding, to outlay it all. I
just ask that you be at alert. If
you can understand the functioning of your “Mother’s” circulatory system, you can better
know where safety can be
found in order to continue service in this time of transition
and upheaval. You in contact
and counsel with the higher energies will be given to know if
you but listen--you who just desire to save your assets (of all
types) will likely not hear and
discount much of this information--so be it for it is most certainly up to your own acceptance.
Thank you, Dharma, for scrib-

ing this information.
I realize
you have neither the time nor
the interest in these matters
but your service is greatly appreciated for I have no receiver
regarding these matters in this
location. Much, much focus is
given to this area geographically, and I am greatly appreciative of your willingness to
entertain my input. I ask the
blessings of understanding in
behalf of you ones awakening
from the confusion of the sleep
and I am most grateful to be of
whatever service I might project.
I take leave in salute unto you
of our “land-locked” fellowman. Saalome’ and Salu!
Soltec to clear.

The “Thirteenth
Tribe” of
Israel now self-designated as
“ZIONISTS” is in control of
both Israel ‘and. throueh its
political influence over “some
sixtv nercent
of the U.S.
Coligre’ss and its working
relationship
with the White
House, the United States of
America.
This book identifies
those
connections and clearly outla s
the only otentially success Pul
course o P action open to the
peo le of America to regain
con Prol of their Nation.
UPLOADING
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Hatonn returned to sign-off for
this session as it has rown
quite lengthy being that r3oltec
has not been subjected to having to reduce a chapter to a
page nor a page to a paragraph
as has been jested upon Hatonn. When we come back I
will continue with items of
“TODAY’S
WATCH’
and
shake you up a bit with Quantum Cosmic Code. I shall at
first reduce the paragraph to a
sentence but as you might
guess the subject is technical
indeed and may require a bit
more in-depth projection
of
wordiness as we move into the
subject of genetic
doubles
abounding upon your place
these days of
olitical and
technical chaos. iiio be it. Let
us close this segment and take
rest. Salu.
*******
OUR NEWEST JOURNAL

THE MOSSAD
CONNECTION
Hotfoot for the Phoenix
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Americans, to understand

their Constitution, and Nation,
are being stolen from them
(and who is doin the stealin
must understand f he MOSS A8
CONNECTION.

how

you willing to upload the
ress or other
Phoenix
material on a volunteer basis
onto corn uter bulletin boards?
By wa o P clarification what we
are asL ‘ng is that anyone urlth
modem capability input the
Express
onto
a
material
corn uter and then upload via
mo dpem to lar er systems for
networkin . d e hope to plant
the seed t!l at will trigger ones
to
further
distribute
this
material via cmputer. We are
efforting at having ones so
motivated in other areas of the
count
to do so, as our staff
have 7-l
t eir hands full. ThFhE
ou for the su port.
iv ORD must go Porth.
REQUEST

TO READERS

We respectfully ask that you
send us the name and address
of individuals . . . sons friends
stationed overseas in the Iraqi
situation.
We would like to
be in
dissemination
of
in Bormation to those on the
front lines but need direct
contacts that the information
not be blocked. Thank you for
your assistance.
THE PHOENIX

JOURNALS:

Sipapu Odyssey
And The Called His Name
Immanue P
.
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more.
California residents add 6.75%
sales tax. Add shi pin
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Write for Quanti Discount.
Available from xn erica West
or your Local Distributor.
Express. is $20 per
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FOR $75 AND SAVE.
Send orders and Payments to:
America
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READERS:

We wish to apologize for giving
ou an incorrect
hone mumKer for Capitol I%ill (Vol. IV
#13)of:krwas not our ir$ent;;;
support
to
Cigarette lobby regarding the
Smokers Excise Tax issue.
,

